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introduction
The Field Tarot is intended to act as an
intuitive tool to help navigate through
life, relationships, meditation, and
our inner and outward journeys. It
connects art and spirituality with the
ancient tradition of tarot reading.
“The Field” refers to the sacred space
where the tarot narrative takes place.
The prominent horizon line used
throughout many of the cards puts
you, the reader, within this space,
allowing you to connect the
traditional tarot journey to your own.
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reading tarot
There is no wrong way to read tarot.
Intuition is the biggest key to interpreting cards in a meaningful way, but
here are a few tips for getting started.
Spend a few moments shuffling the
deck and focusing on the question
you’d like to ask. Cut the deck into
three piles and restack. Either pull
your cards directly from the top of the
deck, or fan the deck out and choose
intuitively. Flip the cards over into
position. A few sample spreads are
listed on the following pages.
5

1

Single Card
Whether you are looking for advice,
a yes or no answer, doing a daily
reading, or meditating with tarot—
drawing a single card can be an easy
way to get a simple and straightforward message. Pay mind to your
initial reaction upon drawing the card
as well as the formal description.
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Three-Card Spread
Using a three-card spread is a simple
and popular approach to reading
tarot. Here are a few to try out:
1. Past 2. Present 3. Future
1. Situation 2. Action 3. Outcome
1. Strength 2. Weakness 3. Advice
1. Mind 2. Body 3. Spirit
1. You 2. Partner 3. Relationship
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Celtic Cross Spread
The Celtic Cross spread is one of the
most commonly known and widely
used. It is intended for more in-depth
readings and will take you through
many complexities of an inquiry.
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1. The Present
2. The Challenge
3. The Past
4. The Future
5. What You Want
6. Subconscious
7. Advice
8. External Influences
9. Hopes and/or Fears
10. The Outcome
9
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The Field Spread
This spread is useful for
goal-oriented questions or reading
deeper into conflict to find resolution.
1. The Sunset
What is behind you.
2. The Horizon
What you want.
3. The Road
What will guide you.
4. The Mountain
What must be overcome.
5. The Sunrise
What will be the outcome.
11
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The Major Arcana
The 22 Major Arcana cards are
the heart and soul of the deck.
They follow a story line of life lessons
and the archetypal themes that
influence your life and journey
to enlightenment.

:: to consider ::
If a Major Arcana card presents
itself in a reading, it should be given
extra weight. It represents your major
concerns, feelings and influences.
13

0

Beginnings
A new journey full of infinite
possibilities is on the horizon. There is
a sense of innocence and anticipation
as the world awaits exploration.
Trust what the universe has in store,
embrace the unknown, and get ready
to set foot on the divine path.

:: keywords ::
travel, adventure, free spirit,
opportunity, potential, leap of faith
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i

The Magician
The Magician is the master of
manifestation. Now is the time
for taking action and setting out to
achieve goals, as all is aligning in favor
of success. Through commitment,
skill, and focus, dreams can
become a reality.

:: keywords ::
willpower, synergy, resourcefulness,
taking action, fruition, creation
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ii

The High Priestess
The High Priestess is the inner voice
of sacred knowledge. She represents
enlightenment and inner truth.
The world is not always as it seems, so
listen for her. Channel the divine to
illuminate the answers within yourself.
Feel, rather than think.

:: keywords ::
intuition, higher power, all-knowing,
subconscious mind, divine wisdom
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iii

The Empress
The Empress is the Earth Mother
archetype. She is a goddess of
feminine energy and nature. Now is
the time for creation—whether it be
of life, relationships, art, or business.
Support the growth of new ideas
through fierce love and compassion.

:: keywords ::
motherhood, nurture, femininity,
beauty, fertility, creativity
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iv

The Emperor
The Emperor is a symbol of masculine
energy. He is a father figure and a
leader of the pack who often brings
a sense of stability through his steady,
rational nature. Take charge and
make decisions with authority and
confidence rather than with emotion.

:: keywords ::
leadership, protection, alpha male,
wisdom, organization, guidance
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v

The Hierophant
The Hierophant is a teacher or
mentor who stands for values and
beliefs. He brings guidance for those
seeking counsel from a trusted,
structured source. Now is the time for
learning, listening, and paying
attention to core principles.

:: keywords ::
spiritual wisdom, education,
belief systems, religion, mentorship
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vi

The Lovers
There is a fierce bond between
two souls. The harmony is undeniable
and empowering. There may also be
a crossroads ahead, and a decision
to be made about a relationship.
Move forward with love and trust,
and embrace the sacred energy.

:: keywords ::
relationships, alignment, twin flame,
sexual energy, choices
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v ii

The Chariot
Victory is within reach.
With enough hard work and
determination to move forward,
overcoming conflict is possible.
Set intentions, stick to the plan,
and channel your inner strength to
conquer the challenges ahead.

:: keywords ::
a journey, commitment, goals,
discipline, achievement, ambition
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v iii

Justice
Representing balance, Justice serves
as a reminder to consider cause
and effect. Actions will be judged with
fairness and truth, and an important
decision will be made. If a choice is
presented, stay mindful of the greater
good and do the right thing.

:: keywords ::
equilibrium, consequences, truth,
the law, impartiality
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ix

The Hermit
There comes a time in life when one
must step back and reflect. Whether
it be physically or emotionally, this is
the perfect time to retreat. Look
inward to find answers and spend time
soul-searching on your own without
distractions from the outside world.

:: keywords ::
introspection, solitude, retreat,
consciousness, contemplation, seclusion
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x

Fortune
Change is inevitable as the wheel is
constantly turning and bringing ups
and downs. Though this may mean
good fortune, it is also a reminder that
the universe will take care of matters.
Be sure to put out positive vibrations,
as they may just come back to you.

:: keywords ::
good luck, ebb and flow, karma,
prosperity, destiny, change
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xi

Strength
The immense strength of our
inner spirit has the ability to overcome
even the most intimidating obstacles.
Channel this fierce resilience and let
its empowering energy lead the way.
You can accomplish so much more
than you know.

:: keywords ::
confidence, power, inner strength,
courage, stamina, fearlessness
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xii

Perspective
A project or activity may come to an
unexpected halt. If you feel stuck, take
a step back and try to embrace this
pause with open arms and a new way
of thinking. Sometimes shining a new
light on an old path can guide you
to exciting new places or illuminate
hidden treasures.

:: keywords ::
pause for reflection, reassessment,
sudden revelation, a change in plans
26

xiii

Death
A sudden or drastic end to a major
phase, relationship, or interest is near.
However, it is important to remember
that one door must close for
another to open. Put the past behind
you during this time of significant
change, and embrace new
opportunities and possibilities.

:: keywords ::
endings, sudden change, transformation,
letting go, new beginnings
27

xiv

Temperance
Representing balance, Temperance
serves as a reminder to stay peaceful
and grounded through times of high
stress or anxiety. Now is not a time
for confrontation, strong opinions,
or extremes. Remain calm and stay
neutral while the moving parts align.

:: keywords ::
equilibrium, moderation, patience,
harmony, finding purpose
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xv

The Devil
Seductive forces are at play and are
attempting to take you down the
wrong path. They may have you
feeling afraid and trapped. Shine light
on and bring awareness to these
negative, unhealthy influences in
order to break free from their firm grip.

:: keywords ::
temptation, materialism, addiction,
negative influence, entrapment
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xv i

The Tower
Just when it is least expected,
catastrophic change and chaos
will throw everything out of order.
It is best to surrender to these jarring,
inevitable events and try to focus
on rebuilding. They are simply
a part of life.

:: keywords ::
danger, destruction, collapse,
crisis, unforeseen change, renovation
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xvii

The Star
The Star signifies a magical time
of growth and purpose. There is
a sense that you are blessed by the
universe. Hope and faith are with you
and anything is possible. So be sure to
reach for the stars and you’ll find
your highest self.

:: keywords ::
inspiration, opportunity, hope,
spirituality, personal growth
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xviii

The Moon
The Moon suggests that all may
not be as it seems. Whether it be a
misunderstanding, hidden truth,
or suppressed emotion, allow your
intuition to shine light on what might
not be seen or known. Let it guide
you through the darkness.

:: keywords ::
illusion, fear, subconscious,
withheld information, intuition
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xix

The Sun
The Sun represents the light at the
end of the tunnel. Its positive, joyous
rays of energy flow and bring warmth
through the cold. The future is bright
and everything will be alright as you
overcome your personal hurdles with
confidence and strength.

:: keywords ::
happiness, vitality, fulfillment,
abundance, success
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xx

Judgement
The time has come for a spiritual
awakening. A big decision may need
to be made, so be sure to evaluate
yourself and your actions with both
intuition and logic. Hear the call to
let go of the past and be ready to
embark on a new journey.

:: keywords ::
awakening, rebirth, reflection,
decisions, self-improvement
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xxi

The Universe
A cycle is coming to an end.
The work is done or will be soon,
and everything is aligned and in place,
including yourself. Reflect on the
journey that got you where you are,
and honor the lessons you may have
learned along the way.

:: keywords ::
conclusions, fulfillment, closure,
completed cycles, achievement
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The Minor Arcana
The 56 Minor Arcana cards break
down the larger themes of the Major
Arcana into more everyday insights.
They are divided into four suits:
Wands, Cups, Swords and Disks.

:: to consider ::
The Minor Arcana cards are not less
important than the Major Arcana,
they simply complement them and help
us understand the details surrounding
the larger themes that we encounter
in our day-to-day lives.
37

ace of wands

Energy
The Ace of Wands represents the
spark of powerful momentum that
can propel you forward towards a new
and exciting path. The creative ideas
are flowing and the possibilities are
endless. Now is the time to be bold
and to pursue your passions.

:: keywords ::
potential, inspiration, ignition,
new beginnings, growth

38

two of wands

Planning
Leaving your usual comfort zone
and exploring new realms and
opportunities can be intimidating, but
with a goal-oriented mindset, much
can be accomplished. Now is the time
to carefully plot a course of action
for your long-term vision.

:: keywords ::
goals, progress, decisions, exploration,
thinking ahead, possibilities
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three of wands

Vision
The Three of Wands represents the
ability to look into the future with a
clear, focused mind. You know what it
will take to reach the goal, so call upon
your own intuition with confidence,
and let your increasing momentum
guide you to the next level.

:: keywords ::
clarity, understanding, truth,
expansion, progress, foresight
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four of wands

Celebration
Great labors deserve commemoration!
The Four of Wands marks the end of
a journey and a time for celebrating
achievement. An important event such
as a wedding or graduation may be
coming up, so be sure to enjoy this time
and share it with loved ones.

:: keywords ::
completion, prosperity, fulfillment,
festivities, gathering
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five of wands

Competition
Opposing forces are holding back
progress towards a common goal.
When tension and conflict are high
and you’re fighting to have your own
voice heard, it can be easy to forget
to listen to others. Wait out this
battle until matters have settled and
a unified vision can be found.

:: keywords ::
disagreement, opposition, challenges,
miscommunication, rivalry
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six of wands

Success
The Six of Wands indicates a time of
great accomplishment. It has likely
been a bumpy road, so this is the time
to shine and receive the recognition
you deserve for all your efforts. There
may still be obstacles ahead, but
you’ve come a long way. Welcome in
love, encouragement and support.

:: keywords ::
progress, confidence, promotion,
victory, pride, triumph
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seven of wands

Valor
The Seven of Wands represents the
need to stand your ground and fight
for what you’ve earned. The more
successful you are, the more likely
others will try to bring you down.
Maintain control and defend your
territory with grace, and remember to
choose your battles wisely.

:: keywords ::
perseverance, challenge, defense,
courage, fearlessness, competition
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eight of wands

Movement
Everything is aligned for taking
action. Now is the perfect time to
move, but do not hesitate or the
window of opportunity may close.
There is a lot of energy at play,
so you can expect to be moved quickly
as you are propelled towards your
goals and dreams.

:: keywords ::
fast pace, alignment, momentum,
dramatic change, sudden action
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nine of wands

Resilience
The Nine of Wands symbolizes
overcoming trials and hardships.
It may feel as though your faith is
being tested, but if you stand tall,
push forward, and face your
battles with determination, you
can tackle any obstacle. Balance
will be restored.

:: keywords ::
hope, courage, persistence, grit,
strength, trust, growth
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ten of wands

Burden
Taking on extra weight, whether it
be emotional, financial, or work
related, can be a slippery slope. You
may suddenly find yourself flooded
with projects or responsibilities.
Prioritize what matters most, and
understand that you can’t always solve
every problem that presents itself.

:: keywords ::
overexertion, hard work, stress,
exhaustion, limitations
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princess of wands

Exploration
The Princess of Wands embodies a
youthful, adventurous, free spirit.
She represents artistic potential and
a curious, confident mind. Her energy
encourages you to move through the
world with your heart and eyes
wide open, and to understand that
everything will work out as it should.

:: keywords ::
discovery, restlessness, adventure,
creativity, naivety, instinct
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prince of wands

Instigation
This archetype is one who creates
waves, takes risks, and projects
confidence. His energy is harnessed
through passion and motivation, and
is especially important in the pursuit
of a vision. However, this hunger for
the next adventure can mean failing to
enjoy the present moment.

:: keywords ::
action, adventure, enthusiasm,
thrill-seeking, commitment, charisma
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queen of wands

Vibrancy
The Queen of Wands is never low
on energy, warmth, or generosity.
Some people find her intimidating,
but to most, she is an inspiration.
She is playful, fiercely independent,
and guided almost solely by instinct.
She is in love with life.

:: keywords ::
exuberance, warmth, determination,
dominance, feminine energy
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king of wands

Leadership
A natural born leader and
problem-solver, the King of Wands
thrives by enlisting the help of others
around him. He is a visionary with
a goal-oriented mind. Approach any
challenge that presents itself with
confidence and control.

:: keywords ::
overcoming obstacles, commitment,
strategy, success, vision
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ace of cups

Love
The heart is cracked wide open with
overflowing love. There is enough
of this warmth to go around, so
prepare to receive it from the universe
and from those around you, and
give it out to others generously.
Let it flow through you.

:: keywords ::
compassion, fulfillment, creativity,
new relationships, generosity
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two of cups

Union
There is a mutual bond forming
between two people with a heavy flow
of love, respect, and appreciation for
each other. It is a win-win situation
for both parties involved, whether it
be a lover, a friend, or a business
partner with whom you see eye-to-eye.

:: keywords ::
marriage, partnership, attraction,
connection, shared values
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three of cups

Friendship
Your friends and family are the best
support system in a time of need.
There may be a gathering in the near
future, so take advantage of the love
and encouragement surrounding you.
This is also a great time for a creative
collaboration or a big celebration.

:: keywords ::
sisterhood, good company, camaraderie,
emotional support, teamwork
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four of cups

Meditation
This is a period of self-reflection
and an invitation to bring attention
to an unfulfilling situation. Search
within yourself for answers and
open up space for new opportunities,
but strive to stay mindful and
grounded before taking the next steps.

:: keywords ::
contemplation, reevaluation,
stagnation, boredom, hesitation
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five of cups

Disappointment
When a situation hasn’t gone as
expected, negative emotions may have
you dwelling on the past and they are
holding you back from moving
forward. Opportunity for positive
change may be missed if you can’t
let go. Try to see the glass as half full.

:: keywords ::
failure, pessimism, self-pity, loss,
challenges, feeling stuck
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six of cups

Innocence
The Six of Cups represents joyful
memories from the past and the purity
of childhood. A past connection may
reappear, or you may travel to an
old home. Channel the child within
you and enjoy the genuine fun and
freedom that comes with it.

:: keywords ::
inner child, naive happiness,
nostalgia, simplicity, comfort
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seven of cups

Choices
New possibilities may leave you
with some tough decisions to make.
You might also be prone to illusion
and temptation, so be cautious
of an opportunity that sounds more
promising than it actually is.
Evaluate the pros and cons carefully.

:: keywords ::
options, opportunities,
unrealistic ideals, wishful thinking
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eight of cups

Retreat
An emotional or physical turning
point will lead to something new.
The pull to walk away or turn your
back on an unfulfilling situation or
relationship can no longer be ignored.
Spend some time exploring what
makes you truly happy.

:: keywords ::
escaping, withdrawal, abandonment,
new direction, burning bridges
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nine of cups

Fulfillment
The Nine of Cups represents dreams
coming true and wishes being granted.
The planets are aligned and the heart
is overflowing with gratitude and
satisfaction. After many ups and
downs, now is the time to indulge in
guilt-free happiness.

:: keywords ::
happiness, appreciation, blessings,
contentment, celebration
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ten of cups

Harmony
Happiness and joy are in abundance
and there is a sense of emotional
satisfaction, especially related to
family, friendships and romantic
interests. Your hard work will lead
to finding security and a peaceful
feeling of contentment.

:: keywords ::
happy relationships, love, connection,
peace, happily ever after
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princess of cups

Dreams
The Princess of Cups is full of creative
energy that is ready to be tapped into.
She is emotional, gentle, romantic,
and acts as a messenger to help us
tune into our own intuition. Listen
carefully to her voice to help bring
your inner ideas to fruition.

:: keywords ::
intuition, manifestation, creativity,
curiosity, possibilities
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prince of cups

Introspection
The Prince of Cups is kind and
understanding towards others. He is
very in touch with his own feelings
and emotions. Guided by his heart,
he reminds us to look inward for love
and harmony before looking
to anyone else.

:: keywords ::
enlightenment, peace, empathy,
open heart, compassion
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queen of cups

Intuition
The Queen of Cups is perceptive
and sensitive to her surroundings.
Her energy is supportive, nurturing,
creative, and stable. Embody her
archetype by trusting your inner
guidance and emotions, and offer
sincerity and authenticity to others
with an open door and heart.

:: keywords ::
empathy, wisdom, compassion,
trusted confidant, divination
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king of cups

Control
The King of Cups has mastered his
emotions and uses this control to
navigate calmly through the storm.
He is protective of others, creates firm
and fair boundaries, and gives valuable
advice. This wise role may be filled
by you yourself, or by a coach or
mentor in your life.

:: keywords ::
balanced emotions, rational thinking,
maturity, fatherly energy, stability
65

ace of swords

Clarity
The mind is full of creative visions
and bright ideas that are waiting to be
discovered. You are on the verge of a
breakthrough that will allow you to
see the matter at hand with a
clear mind. Strive to stay grounded
and focused on your intention.

:: keywords ::
epiphanies, ideas, truth,
sound judgement, sudden insight
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two of swords

Decisions
The Two of Swords represents two
opposing forces that present a difficult
choice. If avoided, no progress will
be made, and you may find yourself
stuck. There could be more than
meets the eye, so ponder the options
carefully with both the head and
the heart.

:: keywords ::
crossroads, confusion, stalemate,
options, impasse, balance
67

three of swords

Sorrow
Emotional suffering and feelings
of deep pain caused by another’s
actions, words, or intentions are
hitting hard. These hardships may
seem unbearable, but they are
a necessary part of life, and they
promote growth. Allow yourself to
feel, express and release your feelings.

:: keywords ::
heartbreak, emotional pain,
grief, disappointment, loss
68

four of swords

Rest
Before the next big phase or challenge
ahead, it is important to take time
to recharge. Take a step back from
stress or tension and conserve your
energy for when it matters most.
Now is a good time for a day off, and
an evaluation of your mental health.

:: keywords ::
rejuvenation, review, relaxation,
refresh, focus, meditation
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five of swords

Defeat
The Five of Swords represents the loss
of a battle or argument. You may be
tempted to continue fighting for your way,
but acting purely out of self-interest
may hurt those around you. Choose
your battles wisely and remember that
winning isn’t always everything.

:: keywords ::
conflict, competition, self-sabotage,
resentment, failure, argument
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six of swords

Transition
In a state of transition, familiarities
are left behind to make room for
the unknown. While it may be
difficult to let go, remember that what
is lost or released will be replaced
with a positive change. There is
hope on the horizon.

:: keywords ::
personal transformation, mental shift,
baggage, expanding, letting go
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seven of swords

Deception
A secret is being kept, whether
it be by you or from you. There are
always risks involved in gaining
advantage through deception.
If and when the truth is revealed,
consequences will have to be faced.
Be careful whom you trust.

:: keywords ::
betrayal, strategy, theft,
trickery, secrecy, self-interest
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eight of swords

Isolation
The Eight of Swords indicates a
feeling of being trapped, victimized,
or alone. Although it might
appear there is no way out of an
unfortunate situation, with a positive
mentality and a new perspective,
the tides can still turn.

:: keywords ::
restriction, imprisonment, obstacles,
delusion, exile, confinement
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nine of swords

Fear
Dark, negative thoughts about the
worst-case scenario can become an
overwhelming cycle of worry.
These ideas can cloud your judgement
and distort your view of reality. Try
to see your surroundings in a positive
light, and focus on your blessings.

:: keywords ::
nightmares, anxiety, obsession,
suffering, trauma, over-thinking
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ten of swords

Despair
The Ten of Swords implies an
extreme force coming into play and
hitting hard. A harsh and abrupt
ending or failure may leave you feeling
severe pain and grief. Pick yourself
up and remember that things can
only go up from here.

:: keywords ::
loss, collapse, endings,
betrayal, crisis, rock bottom
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princess of swords

Curiosity
The Princess of Swords is youthful,
analytical, and thirsty for knowledge.
She represents exploring new ideas
and ways of thinking, and often
signifies an opportunity for growth.
Ask questions, dive deep, and be open
to unfamiliar perspectives.

:: keywords ::
eagerness, discovery, ambition,
inquisition, observation
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prince of swords

Determination
The Prince of Swords is opinionated
and direct, but also smart, focused
and efficient. His action-oriented
approach can come in handy when
appropriate, but be sure to know the
consequences of shooting first and
asking questions later.

:: keywords ::
forceful, stubborn, driven,
quick-thinking, ambitious, harsh
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queen of swords

Independence
The Queen of Swords is strong
spirited, sharp-witted, and uses her
intelligent nature to think objectively.
She is open, direct, and upfront.
When called upon, she is willing and
able to use sound judgement to make
important decisions.

:: keywords ::
wisdom, intellect, confidence, frankness,
impartial judgement, mental clarity
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king of swords

Authority
The King of Swords is assertive and
confident, and he is a master of
impartial judgement. His intellectual
power and stable energy can help
navigate the path ahead, especially
regarding important decisions in
business or legal matters.

:: keywords ::
responsibility, objectivity, logic,
truth, strong will
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ace of disks

Wealth
The potential for new opportunities
associated with the material world is
high. Whether it be finances, career,
or physical health—expect a generous
blessing. Alternatively, this wealth can
appear in a holistic sense, showering
you with a sense of well-being.

:: keywords ::
abundance, financial advancement,
gifts, manifestation, prosperity
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two of disks

Change
The Two of Disks serves as a
reminder that ups and downs are
inevitable, and they keep our lives from
becoming stagnant. It often marks a
turning point in a career, project, or
relationship. Remember that the only
constant in life is change itself.

:: keywords ::
balance, ebb and flow, yin and yang,
natural cycles, adaptability
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three of disks

Works
The Three of Disks reveals a period
when focusing on the task at hand is
key. Achievements in your work life
are attainable, especially in terms of a
collaboration or an important project.
Stay persistent and embrace the skills
of others as well as your own.

:: keywords ::
learning, teamwork, skills,
goals, projects, ambition
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four of disks

Stability
Representing a sense of security
typically regarding material
possessions or finances, the Four of
Disks encourages you to be conservative
and strive to live within your means.
Honor and respect wealth, but be
careful not to become dependent
or attached to it.

:: keywords ::
financial success, saving,
investments, material wealth
83

five of disks

Destitution
The Five of Disks suggests hard
times, loss and poverty. Thoughts
of isolation, doubt and fear may
be overwhelming. When it feels as
though everything has been stripped
away, reach out and find your support
system to lift you back up.

:: keywords ::
financial loss, bad luck,
insecurity, hardship, anxiety
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six of disks

Generosity
Whether on the giving end or
the receiving end, the Six of Disks
is about sharing wealth and
abundance with others. Accept gifts
with gratitude and be sure to pay it
forward. If you can afford to be
generous, do so with an open heart.

:: keywords ::
charity, sharing of wealth, gifts,
donation, balance
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seven of disks

Perseverance
The Seven of Disks is about
working hard and focusing on the
bigger picture rather than seeking
immediate gratification. While it may
be no small feat, putting the time and
energy into achieving your vision will
pay off. There is value in your efforts.

:: keywords ::
diligence, long-term goals,
patience, investments, planning
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eight of disks

Dedication
Investing time and focusing on the task
at hand, especially in terms of learning
a new trade or skill, will advance you
to the next level. Take this as a sign
of encouragement to move from
proficiency to mastery and to hone
your skills and knowledge.

:: keywords ::
apprenticeship, skill, concentration,
commitment, education
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nine of disks

Culmination
The Nine of Disks represents nearing
a positive end to a long journey,
especially regarding material or financial
wealth and comfort. You may not have
reached the finish line yet, but so much
has already been achieved. Sit back, relax
and enjoy the fruits of your labor.

:: keywords ::
abundance, luxury, success,
stability, financial independence
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ten of disks

Establishment
The Ten of Disks suggests that as a
result of your accomplishments, you’ve
created a lasting, stable foundation for
you and your loved ones. Whether it
be financial security, emotional
well-being, or both—expect a positive,
sustainable outcome.

:: keywords ::
completion, shared wealth,
security, accumulation, legacy
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princess of disks

Manifestation
The Princess of Disks represents
growth, creation, and new beginnings.
She invites you to embrace your
divine ability to manifest anything
you set your heart on. Harness the
power to attract and assemble the
necessary elements to make things
happen at your will.

:: keywords ::
opportunities, fruition, development,
magic, intention, focus
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prince of disks

Reliability
The Prince of Disks is hard-working,
dependable, and committed. Though
his work tends to be repetitive or
mundane, he will get the job done.
Take a methodical, conservative
approach to achieving the task at hand.
Stick to what you know rather than
trying something new.

:: keywords ::
trustworthy, productive, daily grind,
routine, consistency
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queen of disks

Nurture
The Queen of Disks is independent,
intuitive, deeply compassionate and
motherly. She represents a mentor or a
teacher who supports and tends to the
needs of others, but also knows how to
care for her own mind and body,
the temple of the soul.

:: keywords ::
fertility, kindheartedness, motherhood,
mentorship, self-care, health
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king of disks

Power
The King of Disks is a provider, an
advisor, and a gifted business man.
His ability to use his confidence and
ambition in a way that helps others
makes him a worthy leader. Tap into
this powerful energy to achieve your
goals, especially in matters of business.

:: keywords ::
leadership, wisdom, discipline,
wealth, bread-winner
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about the artist
Hannah Elizabeth Fofana created
The Field Tarot as a means to connect
her life-long love for tarot with her
background in graphic design and
illustration. She has spent her career
moving between agency, corporate,
and freelance design settings, but
has always strived to make time for
creative projects on the side. Many

elements and cards used throughout
the deck were influenced by her life
events, family, and friends—most
notably her journey to becoming a
new mother.
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